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Kerala is gifted with so many natural splendour and attractions. It is home to some of the finest
sightseeing attractions and allurements that entice thousands and hundreds of tourists from all over
the world. It is amazingly gifted by the enticing tourist places and has some of the alluring
sightseeing destinations that entice thousands and hundreds of tourists from all over the world.

Kerala backwater is globally famous and holds some of the alluring attractions and sightseeing
spots that make the tours more enjoyable and delightful.  Kerala is home to so many alluring
backwater destinations and all are enigmatically blessed by the scintillating charm of the nature that
allures thousands of hundreds of tourists from all over the world.

Some of the exciting and alluring backwater destinations that are worth to visit and explore during
Kerala tours are highlighted below:

Alleppey Backwater

Alleppey is enigmatically blessed with natural beauty. It is also most popular backwater destination
in Kerala and is lovingly called Venice of the East. Alleppey is gifted with scintillating natural beauty
and tourism attractions and is blessed with all the exciting sightseeing spots that make the tours
more enjoyable and delightful. 

Cochin Backwater

Cochin is a well know city in Kerala. It is mostly famous for its trading ports and historical forts and
palaces. But apart from that one can also enjoy houseboat tours as well as visit to the exciting and
alluring beaches where the celestial beauty dazzle in order to entice the tourists. Along with that
tourists also visit Cochin to enjoy the houseboat journey as Cochin serves as the starting and
ending point of the backwater tours in Kerala, India.

Kumarakom Backwater

Kumarakom is amazingly gifted by the nature. It is one of the most sought after backwater
destination gifted by the alluring and exciting sightseeing spots. It is home to one of the finest
backwater resort and is visited by thousands and hundreds of tourists from across the world. It is
one of the interesting backwater resorts and is found nowhere else in the world.

Houseboat tours Kumarakom offer wonderful opportunity for tourists to enjoy ultimate vacation and
backwater tours. The houseboats are tailor made and are well equipped with all the luxury and
comfort that make the tours more enjoyable and delightful. The slow moving houseboat takes you to
the world of wonderments and passes through the enigmatic natural beauty and exciting sightseeing
spots that make the tours more enjoyable and delightful. So plan for a relaxed holidays and enjoy
backwater tours Kumarakom and take back home incredible memories to relish in forever and ever.

Well during tour to Kerala most of the tourists prefer to enjoy the backwater tour over the
picturesque backwater of Kumarakom. It is one of the fascinating backwater regions and no wonder
tourist from across the globe come to enjoy delightful time staying over the houseboat. So in order
to make the tour more convenient and luxurious do the houseboat bookings in Kumarakom much in
advance and enjoy the heavenly cruise with outstanding experiences of lifetime.
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